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ASCA increases performance of organic solar cells by integrating new semiconductors
By using new semiconductor materials, organic solar cell expert ASCA has increased the
efficiency of its modules by 40 percent. The new components are supplied by Taiwanese
company Raynergy Tek.
Raynergy Tek specializes in developing organic semiconductor materials for OPV modules, such as
non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs). With an efficiency record of around 20 percent in laboratory cells, they
promise significantly higher performance than conventional acceptors. ASCA has succeeded in
integrating NFA-based materials into its prefabrication for the first time. Using materials supplied by
Raynergy Tek, the company has been able to increase the efficiency of its semi-transparent free-form
solar modules to around 70 watts per square meter.
“We have been able to confirm our laboratory results in industrial production tests,” explains Dr.
Sebastian Meier, vice president of Corporate Development and Partner Management at ASCA. The
company is now working to complete implementing the materials so that OPV modules with them will
be available by the end of 2022 at the latest. “With the class of NFAs, we are unlocking the potential of
making significant progress in efficiency values in the medium term as well,” adds Meier.
ASCA had already scored a success at the end of 2020: Under low-light conditions, OPV cells with
semiconductor materials from Raynergy Tek achieved a record efficiency of 26 percent. Initial results
show that the material now being introduced also achieves similar values under low light.
ASCA and Raynergy Tek intensify cooperation
ASCA and Raynergy Tek have been working closely together since 2014. The companies have now
entered into a partnership agreement to strengthen their joint developments. “We are pleased to
intensify our cooperation with our partner ASCA. Together, we have the necessary expertise to further
advance the development of high-performance OPV modules,” said Dr. Phoebe Tan, Chief Executive
Officer of Raynergy Tek. The new material system is a first joint step into the world of NFA materials,
with more to come.
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About ASCA
ASCA designs and develops intelligent, tailor-made, flexible and low-carbon solar energy solutions on an industrial scale for its
international partners. Its team of experts of sixty people is spread over France and Germany. ASCA is a company of ARMOR
Group. ARMOR specializes in the industrial formulation of inks and the coating of thin layers onto thin films. The Group is the
global market leader in the design and manufacture of thermal transfer ribbons for printing variable traceability data on labels and
flexible packaging. With an international presence, ARMOR has nearly 2,450 employees in some 20 different countries. In 2020
it posted annual revenue of €372m. www.asca.com
About Raynergy Tek
Raynergy Tek is a chemical leader that develops high performance proprietary organic semiconductors with focus on capability in
tuning the absorption wavelength ranging from visible to Infrared regions, focusing on emerging applications such as flexible and
semitransparent organic photovoltaics, next generation image sensors, large area fingerprint sensors and biometric sensing.
Raynergy Tek holds more than 270 patents worldwide. Raynergy Tek provides total solution materials products including the
proprietary photoactive layer and electron or hole transporting layer.
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